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Fitting into the Old World isnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t going very well for Boulder boundary witch Allison

Ã¢â‚¬Å“LexÃ¢â‚¬Â• Luther: she may have earned a place in a vampireÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s service, but now

it seems as if every supernatural creature in town has found a reason to hate her. And when Lex

and her partner are assigned to investigate the suspicious disappearance of two vampires during

the night of the full moon, they find themselves with more questions than answers.Was it

murderÃ¢â‚¬Â¦or mutiny?The crusade for answers will lead Lex all over the Colorado Old World,

from a prison cell for a broken werewolf to a haunted Denver brothel. And when Lex determines the

responsible party, the hunt is just beginning: something has been awakened in Boulder, something

as old and powerful as it is terrifying. Only the woman with death in her blood can stop

whatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s coming.
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I have read some of the reviews posted by others here and wondered what they were reading. The

first in the series captured my attention and I totally loved it. A slight recap: I enjoyed the central



character caught between so many pressures and standing strong. Lex is a lady who won't quit,

taking everyone with her and making some mistakes along the way. She employs magic and action

in equal measure. Boundary Lines finds her one of Maven's people and still scorned by Clan Pellar,

the witches. Trouble comes almost under a bad moon in the form of magic affecting werewolves

and vampires alike - they're acting bizarre and out of control. The vampire leader Maven is holding

on loosely to a truce threatening to fall apart. On top of that, an other worldly creature is picking off

and eating some in the normal world. Rule 1 is a distinct separation between those in the human

world and those of the other worldly, Less baby Charlie here and more of an almost impossible

situation. Lex skitters back and forth hoping relationships with the others aren't stretched to the

breaking point.A warrior keeps pushing forward, aware some actions might not work as planned,

even to the point it requires a personal sacrifice. That's Lex! And even after this book, not all the

relationships are going to be hunky-dory and some even filled with suspicion. That's the warrior;

that's Lex. I have thoroughly enjoyed both books and look forward to the coming third. She has

other dimensions yet to be expanded. If you haven't, pre-order the 3rd one already. The Boundary

Magic series is a high one on my list and I am not an easy reader to please.

I still love Lex. SheÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s tough and actually handling all the dramatic changes

relatively well. When she aligned herself with the vampires she somehow managed to separate

herself even more from the witches. It probably works out better for Lex, though, because all the

supernatural factions are going through some issues of the magical variety.The short story that

takes place in between books really sets the stage for LexÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s future run-ins with

werewolves, which factor prominently in this book. They really bring home the point that werewolves

are just like humans ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ the bad ones can be bad and the good ones can be good.

They all just suffer through the same ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“curse.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• Also, yuck,

thereÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s a really yucky big bad thatÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s up to no good (as if they

need more bad to hunt).IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢m not sure what to make of the romantic element in this

story. I much prefer Lex to be independent and awesome on her own without having all these

entanglements. Maybe thatÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s what weÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ll ultimately get? I hope so,

because I donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t really want another Scarlett situation. I also much prefer

LexÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s way of handling strange situations without a partner. Watching her figure

things out using her experience and intelligence is more satisfying than the ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“phone

a friendÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• option, in my opinion.



I really enjoyed this book. It is well written, smooth flowing and easy to read. It kept me captivated

from the first page through the last. Once I started the book I couldn't put it down. The author does a

great job portraying the characters, their emotions and the experiences they go through.Lex now

knows she is a boundary witch and works for the Vampire in charge of the state, Maven. All the

sudden at Samhain (Halloween), the supernatural people in Boulder start acting weird. She first

notices with the witches, then others. Extreme measures are going to have to be taken to find out

what is causing the problem and what to do about it.Tensions are already high between the witches

and vampires. Witches had to agree to give up their Apex magic and serve Maven for 20 years

when she agreed to help take out the werewolf alpha who was destroying and torturing his wolves

and others. That path was made 13 years ago. Since then, there are no werewolves in

Colorado.This book is full of mystery and suspense. I highly recommend it.

I pre ordered this book as soon as I finished reading the first in the series. It took me a bit to get

back into the characters and storyline but once I did the story continued on and held my interest. I

liked that Lex was able to continue learning about her magic but I think the other 'witches' could

have cut her a bit more slack, even if she was a boundary witch, it reminded me of the mean girl

cliques from high school. The majority of the characters are likeable and if you enjoy reading about

witches, vampires, and the occasional werewolf you should like this book as well. I will be reading

more from this author.

This second book in the Boundary Magic series starts off as quick as the first one and ends as

satisfactorily as the first one as well. Lex, Simon, Lily and Quinn continue to be dragged into conflict

between the paranormal factions as magic in Boulder seems to be stronger suddenly creating

unbalance in magic blood. Something is pushing the boundaries of the truce. By revealing the

history of the primary characters a bit at a time, the author maintains the suspense of newly forming

relationships while at the same time weaving their actions into faced-paced adventure. Again,

excellent dialogue, clear settings and fun world-creation sustain the integrity of the story.

I like the characters, especially the main character Lex, and also read Boundary Magic (book 1); I

really like Quinn, who she is becoming more and more attracted to, and the fact she is a warrior

woman and super smart... I like the "urban fantasy", with the witches and vampires... the

werewolves did not interest me very much. But then... the story becomes involved in a large ,

supernatural, sub-terranean creature. At that point , I quit reading it... found I couldn't "suspend



reason" to accept that plot twist. While I can accept vampires and witches.... this creature.... it was

too much. But I will try book 3.
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